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(54) Control method for a dishwasher

(57) The present invention is directed to a control
method of a dishwasher. According to the control method
of a dishwasher, an efficient drying cycle may be per-
formed. Furthermore, because dishes are heated by us-

ing steam, energy may be conserved and a simpler struc-
ture of a dishwasher may be provided without the need
for a heater for heating the air inside the washing com-
partment.
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Description

�[0001] This application claims the benefit of the Patent
Korean Application No. 10-2008-0081799, filed on Au-
gust 21, 2008, which is hereby incorporated by reference
as if fully set forth herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

�[0002] The present invention relates to a control meth-
od for a dishwasher. More particularly, the present inven-
tion relates to a control method of a dishwasher capable
of securing enough washing efficiency without an oper-
ation of a sump heater provided in a sump to contain
washing water or rinsing water and capable of reducing
wasted power.

Discussion of the Related Art

�[0003] Conventional dishwashers are generally auto-
mated washing machines, which spray washing water
and detergent to soiled dishes, glassware, flatware, etc.
(hereinafter dishes) placed in a tub to remove foreign
particles, such as food scraps, left on the dishes, to au-
tomatically wash the dishes.
�[0004] The dishwashers are operated generally based
on a washing cycle for spraying washing water mixed
with detergent into a tub containing the dishes to remove
foreign particles from the dishes. Dishwashers also have
rinsing cycles for spraying a washing water free of deter-
gent into the tub to remove the remaining foreign matter
and the detergent after the washing cycle has been per-
formed. Finally, a drying cycle is usually performed after
the washing and rinsing cycles to dry the dishes. Recent-
ly, a dishwasher that is capable of heating washing water
in the washing cycle to further increase the washing effect
has been developed.
�[0005] Conventional dishwashers generally perform
the washing, rinsing and drying cycles sequentially. As
mentioned above, recently the washing water has been
heated during in the washing or rinsing cycle. The reason
why the washing or rinsing water is heated in the washing
or rinsing cycles is to maximize the washing efficiency.
As a result, to heat the washing water or rinsing water,
a sump heater is provided in a sump where the washing/
rinsing water collects.
�[0006] Sump heaters, however, use an electric heater,
which has several disadvantages. An electric heater may
consume large amounts of power, beyond that which the
system may actually need, thus lowering the system’s
power efficiency.
�[0007] Dishwashers may be preferable to hand wash-
ing to reduce the amount of time and water that is used
to wash a large amount of dishes. The large power con-
sumption of a dishwasher caused by an electric heater,
however, may make it less desirable for a user to operate

a dishwasher.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0008] Accordingly, the present invention is directed
to a control method of a dishwasher. The control method
may perform efficient drying.
�[0009] Additional advantages and features of the dis-
closure will be set forth in part in the description which
follows and in part will become apparent to those having
ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the following
or may be learned from practice of the invention. The
advantages of the invention may be realized and attained
by the structure particularly pointed out in the written de-
scription and claims hereof as well as the appended
drawings.
�[0010] To achieve these and other advantages and in
accordance with the purpose of the invention, as embod-
ied and broadly described herein, a control method of a
dishwasher comprising a washing compartment, a sump
configured to contain water, a steam generator, and at
least one spraying arm. The method may include per-
forming a washing cycle comprising spraying water to-
ward at least one rack provided in the washing compart-
ment and supplying steam to the washing compartment,
the spraying water and the supplying steam being re-
peated alternately until a temperature of the water reach-
es a preset first temperature; and drying including heating
the washing compartment by supplying steam to the
washing compartment, until a temperature of a dish con-
tained in the washing compartment reaches a preset sec-
ond temperature, and exhausting the heated air inside
the washing compartment outside.
�[0011] In one embodiment, the first temperature may
be between 47°C and 53°C. The second temperature
may be between 63°C and 67°C. The supplying steam
in the performing of the washing cycle may be performed
more than three times for 3 to 5 minutes. The supplying
steam in the drying may be performed for more than 15
minutes.
�[0012] In another aspect, a control method of a dish-
washer comprising a washing compartment, a sump con-
figured to contain washing water, a steam generator and
at least one spraying arm, the control method includes
performing a washing cycle comprising spraying water
to at least one rack provided in the washing compartment
and supplying steam to the washing compartment until
a temperature of the water reaches a preset first temper-
ature, the spraying water and the supplying steam being
repeated alternately in a state of a sump heater being
turned off and a temperature of the water supplied to the
washing compartment increasing over a preset temper-
ature; and supplying steam to the washing compartment
and exhausting air outside the washing compartment un-
til a temperature of a dish placed in the washing com-
partment reaches a preset second temperature.
�[0013] In one embodiment, the first temperature may
be between 47°C and 53°C and the second temperature
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may be between 63°C and 67°C. The supplying steam
in the performing of the washing cycle may be performed
more than three times per 3 to 5 minute. The supplying
steam in the drying may be performed for more than 15
minutes.
�[0014] In a still further aspect, a control method of a
dishwasher including a washing compartment, a sump
configured to contain water, a steam generator and at
least one spraying arm, the control method may include
spraying water to the washing compartment, with in-
creasing a temperature of washing water by using steam;
and supplying steam to the washing compartment to in-
crease a temperature inside the washing compartment
and exhausting air from inside the washing compartment
to outside the washing compartment, the exhausting air
being performed after the increase of the temperature
inside the washing compartment in the supplying steam.
�[0015] In embodiments, the temperature of the wash-
ing water may be increased by repeating the spraying
water and the supplying steam alternatively. The spray-
ing water and the supplying steam may be repeated al-
ternatively more than three times. The temperature of
the washing water may be increased gradually by the
steam supplied to the washing compartment at the steam
generator.
�[0016] According to the control method of the dish-
washer, washing efficiency may be secured without an
operation of a sump heater provided in a sump containing
washing or rinsing water. Also, wasted energy may be
reduced.
�[0017] Furthermore, in case of a dishwasher not in-
cluding a sump heater, a temperature of washing or rins-
ing water may be increased by the steam. As a result,
without the sump heater heating water, corresponding
washing efficiency may be secured.
�[0018] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory
and are intended to provide further explanation of the
invention as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0019] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the disclosure
and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this ap-
plication, illustrate embodiment�(s) of the invention and
together with the description serve to explain the principle
of the invention.
�[0020] In the drawings:
�[0021] FIG. 1 is a sectional view schematically illus-
trating a dishwasher controlled according to an exempla-
ry embodiment of a control method in accordance with
an embodiment of the invention; and
�[0022] FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically illustrating an
overall operation of a dishwasher in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATED 
EMBODIMENTS

�[0023] Reference will now be made in detail to the spe-
cific embodiments of the present invention, examples of
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like
parts.
�[0024] FIG. 1 is a sectional view schematically illus-
trating a dishwasher controlled according to an exempla-
ry embodiment of a control method in accordance with
an embodiment of the invention; and
�[0025] With reference to FIG. 1, a structure of the dish-
washer will be explained. The dishwasher may include
a case 100 defining an exterior appearance thereof, a
door 120 capable of opening and closing allowing for
access an interior of the case 100, a controller 102 to
control the functioning of the dishwasher, and a control
panel 130 mounted on the case 100 or door 120 so that
a user may operate the dishwater.
�[0026] In the case 100 may be provided a washing
compartment 150 defined by a tub 110. Dishes may be
placed in the washing compartment 150. A sump 200 is
positioned under the tub 110. The sump is configured to
contain water, such as washing and rinsing water. A
washing pump 210 and a filter (not shown) may be pro-
vided in the sump 200. The washing pump 210 pumps
the washing water held in the sump 200 and the filter (not
shown) filters contaminated water. In addition, a sump
heater 290 may be provided in the sump 200 to heat
water that is collected and held in the sump 200.
�[0027] A first water supply pipe 250 and a water drain
pipe 270 may be connected with the sump 200. New
clean water may be drawn from an external water source
through the first water supply pipe 250 and the washing
water inside the sump 200 may be drained outside
through the water drain pipe 270. A first water supply
valve 255 may be installed along the first water supply
pipe 250 to control the supply of water to the sump 200.
�[0028] At least one rack and spraying arm may be pro-
vided in the tub 110, specifically, in the washing compart-
ment 150. Dishes are placed on the rack and the water
pumped by the washing pump 210 is sprayed to the rack
through the spraying arm.
�[0029] Shown in FIG. 1, an upper rack 160 and a lower
rack 170 are disposed in an upper portion and a lower
portion of the washing compartment 150, respectively.
An upper spraying arm 230 and a lower spraying arm
220 are disposed toward the upper rack 160 and the low-
er rack 170, respectively, to spray the water pumped by
the washing pump 210. A top nozzle 240 may also be
provided in the upper portion of the washing compart-
ment 150 to spray the water pumped by the washing
pump 210 downward.
�[0030] Additionally, steam may be supplied to the
washing compartment 150 by using the washing pump
210 and the spraying arms 230 and 220. A steam gen-
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erator 300 may be further provided in the dishwasher,
which may be operated separately from the sump heater
290. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the steam generator 300 is
in communication with the first water supply pipe 250 and
is in communication with the washing compartment 150
via a steam supply pipe 280. A second water supply valve
265 may be installed at a second water supply pipe 260
to control the supply of the water to the steam generator
300.
�[0031] The steam generator 300 may include a steam
heater 310 heating the water supplied to the steam gen-
erator 300 and a water level sensor 320 sensing a water
level inside the steam generator 300. For example, the
water level sensor 320 may sense a low level and a high
level. The low level is predetermined to protect the steam
heater 310 of the steam generator 300 from damage that
might incur should the water level fall too low. The high
level is predetermined to prevent the water supplied to
the steam generator 300 from overflowing from the steam
generator 300.
�[0032] In addition, the steam generator 300 may in-
clude a steam supply valve (not shown) to control the
flow of steam through the steam supply pipe 280 by open-
ing and closing. This would provide for scheduled intro-
duction of steam in accordance with a predetermined
washing or steam cycle.
�[0033] A pollution level sensor (not shown) may be pro-
vided at a predetermined portion of the sump 200 to
measure a pollution level of the washing water circulated
in the tub 110.
�[0034] Additionally, the door 120 may include an ex-
haust fan 190 and an exhaust duct 192 to exhaust damp
air from the washing compartment 150.
�[0035] The controller 102 may control the dishwasher
in accordance with predetermined instructions stored in
a memory (not shown). The controller 102 may be oper-
ationally coupled with at least the control panel 130, the
washing pump 210, and the steam generator 300 so that
the they may be operated in accordance with a user’s
selection on the control panel 130.
�[0036] The operational mode of the dishwasher may
be determined according to a user’s selection or a type
of dishes being washed. Of course, the operational mode
may also be predetermined according to a pollution level
of the dishes to be washed. That is, a plurality of opera-
tional modes may be preprogrammed in the dishwasher
in this exemplary embodiment. If the operational modes
are preprogrammed, the number of rotations per minute
of the motor and/or the amount of detergent may be de-
termined according to the operational mode.
�[0037] A control method and an operation of the dish-
washer in accordance with an embodiment of the inven-
tion will now be described. The control method of the
dishwasher may include performing washing, rinsing,
and drying cycles. During the washing cycle, food scraps
remaining on dishes are removed. Then once the wash-
ing cycle is complete, the dishes are rinsed during the
rinsing cycle. The moisture remaining on the dishes may

then be removed during the drying cycle. To perform a
specific function, smaller processes may be performed
intermittently among the three just mentioned processes.
�[0038] The control method of the dishwasher of the
exemplary embodiment will now be discussed in more
detail. FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically illustrating over-
all operations of the dishwasher in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention. The control method may
include performing a preliminary wash cycle (P), perform-
ing a washing cycle (W), rinsing (R), and drying (D).
�[0039] First, during the preliminary washing cycle (P),
the water supplied from an external water source may
be sprayed toward dishes in the washing compartment
150 without being heated by the sump heater 290. This
preliminary washing cycle (P) may be performed to pri-
marily remove food scraps on the dishes and soften any
scraps that are not easily removed.
�[0040] At this time, the water spraying of the prelimi-
nary washing cycle (P) includes supplying the water by
using the upper spraying arm 230 (hereinafter, "upper
spraying") and supplying the water by using the lower
spraying arm 220 (hereinafter, "lower spraying"). The up-
per spraying and the lower spraying may be repeated
alternately, any number of times, for a preset time period.
For example, the upper spraying and the lower spraying
may be repeated alternately for a number of minutes.
The water used in the preliminary washing cycle (P) may
be supplied from an external water supply source and
may be, for example, cold water or warm water.
�[0041] While warm water may tend to enhance the
washing efficiency and reduce the washing time, it is pref-
erable in this exemplary embodiment that warm water is
not supplied or used at this step to save energy costs.
Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 2, the water supplied to the
dishwasher has its spraying process repeated without
changes of the temperature (Tw).
�[0042] Once the performing of the preliminary washing
cycle (P) is complete, the performing of the main washing
cycle (W) may begin. In the main washing cycle (W), the
supplying of the water (ws1, ws2, ws3) and the supplying
of the steam (st1, st2, st3) may be repeated until a preset
condition (w1) is satisfied for a preset time period.
�[0043] The supplying of the water (ws1, ws2, and ws3)
may separate or wash foreign matter from the dishes and
the supplying of the steam (st1, st2, and st3) may soak
and soften foreign matter stuck on surfaces of the dishes.
The repeating of the steam supplying (st1, st2, st3...stn)
and the water spraying (ws1, ws2, ws3...wsn) may grad-
ually increase the temperature of the washing water. This
occurs as the water that is sprayed into the washing com-
partment exchanges heat with the air containing the
steam that is also introduced into the washing compart-
ment 150.
�[0044] The steam supplying (st1, st2, st3...stn) and the
water spraying (ws1, ws2, ws3...wsn) may be repeated
until the temperature of the washing water reaches a pre-
set first temperature. Of course, the condition may also
be preset based on a predetermined number of steam
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or washing repetitions, and not a predetermined temper-
ature condition.
�[0045] In addition, in one embodiment, each of the
steam supplying steps (st1, st2, st3, ..., stn) may be per-
formed for 3 to 5 minutes and may be performed more
than three times. Thus, the steam supplying steps (st1,
st2, st3, ..., stn) and the water spraying steps (ws1, ws2,
ws3, ..., wsn) may be repeated alternately more than
three times. Further, the water spraying steps (ws1, ws2,
ws3, ..., wsn) may be performed using the upper and
lower spraying arms 220 and 230.
�[0046] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 2, an opera-
tion time (T �(st)) of the steam supplying unit may be be-
tween 3 and 5 minutes. In FIG. 2, the steam supplying
is repeated eleven times.
�[0047] If the water to be used during the washing and
rinsing cycle is heated by the sump heater 290 large qual-
ities of energy may be consumed. Thus, according to the
control method of this exemplary embodiment, the water
is heated efficiently without the need for operation of the
sump heater 290. Further, steam may be used to in-
crease the temperature of the washing water, whether
or not the sump heater 290 is provided or activated.
�[0048] The temperature of the washing water heated
by the steam in the washing cycle (W) may be near ap-
proximately 50°C. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the upper
spraying arm and the lower spraying arm, that are pro-
vided in the washing compartment, may spray the water
alternately in a predetermined interval in each water
spraying step (ws1, ws2, ws3, ..., wsn). The first temper-
ature (T1) may be in a range between 47°C and 53°C to
make it possible to wash the dishes efficiently.
�[0049] Once the washing cycle (W) is complete, the
washing water used in the washing cycle (W) may be
drained and new water may be added and used during
the rinsing cycle (R). The rinsing (R) may be performed
once with the new water that has been supplied. How-
ever, where necessary, the water draining and new water
supplying steps may be repeated several times to ensure
the rinsing cycle (R) sufficiently rinses the dishes with
new, clean water.
�[0050] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the rinsing cycle (R) may
include a first rinsing step (r1) and a second rinsing step
(r2). The temperature of the washing water (washing tem-
perature), which has increased gradually while steam
was introduced during the washing cycle (W) may then
decrease gradually during the rinsing cycle (R). The
washing temperature decreases because the steam sup-
ply has stopped, the sump heater 290 is turned off, and
new water is being supplied. It may be preferable during
the rinsing cycle (R), to spray the water by alternately
using the upper and lower spraying arms, similar to the
washing cycle (W), for a preset time period.
�[0051] Once the rinsing cycle (R) is complete, the dry-
ing cycle (D) may begin. The drying cycle (D) may include
increasing the washing temperature by supplying steam
to the washing compartment 150 (d1), until the temper-
ature of the dishes contained therein reaches a preset

second temperature (T2). The drying cycle (D) may also
include exhausting damp air from inside the washing
compartment 150 to outside (d2). Steam generated at
the steam generator may again be supplied to the wash-
ing compartment 150. The temperature of the dishes con-
tained in the washing compartment 150 may then be
heated by the steam, without any need for an auxiliary
heater.
�[0052] The temperature inside the washing compart-
ment 150 is represented by the graph of FIG. 2 for time
period D as a dotted curved line A. The solid curved line
in the same figure is for period D and represents the
temperature of the washing water or the temperature of
the sump heater containing the washing water. The com-
pletion of the heating process during the drying cycle may
be determined by the temperature inside the washing
compartment 150, for example.
�[0053] In one embodiment, the time (T�(d1)) that steam
is supplied during the heating period (d1) may be more
than 15 minutes. While steam is supplied to the washing
compartment 150 by the steam generator 300, water may
be supplied to the steam generator 300.
�[0054] In one embodiment, the second temperature
(T2) may be in a range between 63°C and 67°C. This
range of the temperature makes it possible to dry the
dishes via the exhaust (d2) of the heated air following
the heating cycle (D). Thus, if the temperature inside the
washing compartment 150 reaches the second temper-
ature, the exhaust fan 190 is initiated to exhaust damp
air from the washing compartment 150, such that the
dishes may be dried efficiently. The moisture remaining
on the dishes in the rinsing cycle (R) may be evaporated
during the heating (r1) of the drying cycle (D) and the
moisture may be exhausted via the exhaust process (d2).
�[0055] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made in the
present invention without departing from the spirit or
scope of the inventions. Thus, it is intended that the
present invention covers the modifications and variations
of this invention provided they come within the scope of
the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A control method of a dishwasher comprising a
washing compartment to receive dishes therein, a
sump configured to contain water, a steam genera-
tor, at least one rack, and at least one spraying arm,
the method comprising:�

performing a washing cycle including the steps
of: �

spraying water toward the rack, and
supplying steam to the washing compart-
ment, wherein the steps of spraying water
and supplying steam are repeated alter-
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nately until a temperature of the water
reaches a preset first temperature; and

performing a drying cycle including the steps of:�

heating the washing compartment by intro-
ducing steam into the washing compart-
ment until an internal temperature of the
washing compartment reaches a preset
second temperature, and
exhausting the heated air from the washing
compartment to an outside of the washing
compartment once the preset second tem-
perature is reached.

2. The control method of claim 1, wherein the first tem-
perature is between 47°C and 53°C.

3. The control method of claim 1, wherein the second
temperature is between 63°C and 67°C.

4. The control method of claim 1, the step of supplying
steam during the washing cycle further comprising:�

supplying steam in at least three cycles, wherein
each cycle lasts a period of 3 to 5 minutes.

5. The control method of claim 1, the step of supplying
steam during the washing cycle further comprising:�

supplying steam for a period of at least than 15
minutes.

6. A control method of a dishwasher comprising a
washing compartment to receive dishes therein, a
sump configured to contain water, a steam genera-
tor, at least one rack, and at least one spraying arm,
the method comprising:�

performing a washing cycle comprising the
steps of: �

spraying water toward the rack, and
supplying steam to the washing compart-
ment until a temperature of the water reach-
es a preset first temperature, wherein the
steps of spraying water and supplying
steam are repeated alternately while a
sump heater is turned off and until a tem-
perature of the water supplied to the wash-
ing compartment increases above a preset
temperature; and

performing a drying cycle comprising the steps
of: �

supplying steam to the washing compart-
ment; and

exhausting air outside the washing com-
partment until an internal temperature of the
washing compartment reaches a preset
second temperature.

7. The control method of claim 6, wherein the first tem-
perature is between 47°C and 53°C and the second
temperature is between 63°C and 67°C.

8. The control method of claim 6, wherein supplying
steam during the washing cycle and drying cycles
further comprises: �

supplying steam in at least three cycles, wherein
each cycle lasts a period of 3 to 5 minutes; and
supplying steam in the drying is performed for
more than 15 minutes.

9. A control method of a dishwasher comprising a
washing compartment to receive dishes therein, a
sump configured to contain water, a steam genera-
tor, at least one rack, and at least one spraying arm,
the method comprising:�

spraying water to the washing compartment;
supplying steam to the washing compartment a
first time to increase a temperature of washing
water;
supplying steam to the washing compartment a
second time to increase a temperature inside
the washing compartment; and
exhausting air from the washing compartment
to an outside thereof, wherein the step of ex-
hausting air is performed after the temperature
inside the washing compartment has increased
to a predetermined level.

10. The control method of claim 9, wherein the temper-
ature of the washing water is increased by alternately
repeating the steps of spraying water supplying
steam.

11. The control method of claim 10, wherein the step of
spraying water and supplying steam are alternately
repeated at least three times.

12. The control method of claim 11, wherein the temper-
ature of the washing water is increased gradually by
the steam supplied to the washing compartment from
the steam generator.
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